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REVIEWS
Writings in Accounting
DR. MARIE E. DUBKE, CPA, Editor
Memphis State University
Memphis, Tennessee

“Income and Capital: Fisher’s Legacy,” R.
J. Chambers, Journal of Accounting Re
search, Vol. 9, No. 1, Spring, 1971.

“Accounting for Changes in Currency Ex
change Rates,” John C. Archibald, Journal
UEC, January 1972.

For readers who question the discrepancies
between economic theory and accounting prac
tice, Chambers’ review of “Fisher’s Legacy” la
ments an uncomfortable kinship. An illustrious
accountant reviews an economist of like lustre
when R. J. Chambers examines “The Nature
of Capital and Income” by Irving Fisher. He
disputes Mr. Fisher’s claim that his book “forms
a sort of philosophy of economic accounting,
and, it is hoped, may supply a link long miss
ing between the ideas and usages underlying
practical business transactions and the theories
of abstract economics.”
Professor Chambers finds inconsistencies in
Fisher’s definitions of value and capital when
the theory switches back and forth between
macro- and micro-economics—between the
whole economy and the private firm or investor.
He especially dislikes ambiguities in valuation,
the objective (market price) valuation of
wealth, and the subjective valuation of prop
erty as a store of future services—future
services that are uncertain. Capital, in the
Chambers interpretation of Fisher’s concepts,
has a mixture of both objective and subjective
meaning when it is considered as a stock of
wealth.
Few accountants adjust with ease to the
classic economic method that ignores depreci
ation in computing net income. Mr. Chambers
is no exception. Differences follow naturally
from this point and include a great disparity
in tolerance for future uncertainties of income
flow. The economist can contain income fluctu
ations in his theorizing, but even as economicsoriented an accountant as Chambers cannot
disregard them.

The devaluation of the dollar; changes in the
parity rates of exchange of the pound sterling,
the French franc, and the German mark; and
changes in exchange rates in other countries
make Mr. Archibald’s article timely. In order
for a parent company to consolidate its ac
counts with those of foreign subsidiaries, it is
necessary to express the annual financial state
ments of each member of the group in the unit
of currency used by the parent company. Mr.
Archibald recommends a set of accounting
conventions, selected from those at present in
general use in the United Kingdom, which are
considered to be the most satisfactory for deal
ing with the more common problems involved
in consolidating foreign subsidiaries.
Two methods commonly adopted to convert
the balance sheet of a foreign subsidiary to the
domestic currency are discussed in the article.
The first is the historical rate basis in which
fixed assets are converted to the domestic cur
rency at the rate of exchange in effect when
these assets were acquired or, if they were
purchased in a third currency, at the cost of
acquiring that currency. The aggregate provi
sion for depreciation is converted at the same
rate. All other assets and all liabilities are con
verted at the rate of exchange in effect at the
end of the financial period. Capital stock held
by the parent company is converted at the rates
in effect on the actual dates when the shares
were acquired, but stock held by outside in
terests is converted at the closing rate.
In the second method, the closing rate basis,
all balance sheet items are converted to the
domestic currency at the closing rate of ex
change. Partly because of its simplicity, the
author prefers the closing rate basis to the
historical rate basis.
Three methods of preparing consolidated
profit and loss accounts are given. In the first
method, trading profits or losses of the sub
sidiary are first apportioned in terms of the
local currency into profits or losses earned be
fore and after the parity change. The results
for each of the periods are then converted at
the rates of exchange in effect during these

Professor Chambers scholarly review pre
sents the best of both worlds, the validities of
both economics and accounting. That they are
not identical is not to say that either is to be
discredited, and an understanding of the dif
ference broadens the perspective of a practicing
accountant.
Constance T. Barcelona
The Camargo Club
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periods.
In the second method an average rate of
exchange is used to convert the profit or loss as
expressed in the local currency for the entire
financial period. Both the first and second
methods can be used with the historical rate
basis for converting the balance sheet.
In the third method, conversion is made at
the rate of exchange in effect at the end of the
financial period. This method is used in con
junction with the closing rate basis.
Examples of the methods of conversion are
given and a number of problems encountered
in preparing consolidated statements are dis
cussed. In an appendix the author presents
some accounting procedures for recurrent in
flation and gives detailed examples of the appli
cation of the procedures.
The article is concerned principally with
the problems of United Kingdom companies in
consolidating their foreign subsidiaries, but a
knowledge of United Kingdom procedures
could be helpful to American companies having
investments in British firms. The section on
inflation is applicable to any country where
inflation is a problem. Mr. Archibald has done
a good job in discussing two difficult subjects.
Mary E. Burnet, CPA
Rochester Institute of Technology

“Footsteps Toward Professionalism,” Joseph S.
Glickauf, Arthur Andersen & Co.; Chicago,
Illinois, 1971, 180 pages. (Available only
through Arthur Anderson & Co. offices.)
At times nostalgic, more often bracing as
pattern and form emerge from the wastes of
rejected programs, Mr. Glickauf’s addresses be
come a sweep of his mind’s eye over a 22 year
horizon. The compilation is, in effect, a scan
ning of administrative services as practiced by
Arthur Andersen & Co., which ineluctably
moved to the tempo of computerization.
Computers have been too much for many:
too much money, too much printout, too much
status in the hierarchy of decision alternatives.
As early as 1961 the author said: “Today, tech
nological developments are following each
other with such rapidity that it is to the credit
of businessmen and managers everywhere that
they are not completely bewildered and be
fuddled by the resulting operating and finan
cial problems.” In the same address he pointed
out the devastating rate of obsolescence for
data processing systems. Particularly apropos
to the field, he observed, is that ancient, all
purpose philosophy from the East: “This, too,
shall pass away.”

However rapidly the generations of com
puters succeed each other and newer concepts
replace more primitive forms, it is incumbent
on the accounting practitioner to be familiar
with the passing scene if he is to maintain the
title of professional, as Mr. Glickauf thinks of
it. “This broader education, incidentally, is one
of the significant factors which separate the
professional from the highly trained technician.”
With the most recent addresses, 1969 and
1970, emphasis shifts from processing data and
controlling production to corporate modeling,
or simulation techniques. This is a significant
change. It recognizes that computers can move
from routine iterative functions up the organi
zational ladder to the level of the board room,
where strategy is developed, analyzed, and
chosen.
Discussion in the last chapters thus gradu
ates from accounting into the sophistications of
modern business administration. Although Mr.
Glickauf’s enthusiasm for model simulation is
not shared by all authors, he does make a
cogent argument for the corporate model. With
a bow to his prestigious associate at Arthur
Andersen, he quotes Leonard Spacek: “One of
the most far-reaching computer techniques I
know of is the financial model. This is manage
ment firepower only dreamed of before.”
If you have recently agonized over a com
puter program, or despaired of bringing a new
installation into productive harmony with the
rest of the firm, or if you would just like to en
joy a lucid overview of a quarter of a century
of computers, retread the “footsteps toward
professionalism” with Mr. Glickauf.
Constance T. Barcelona
The Camargo Club,
Cincinnati, Ohio

Gilbert Simonetti, Jr., The
Journal of Accountancy, Vol. 133, No. 2,

“Taxation,”

February 1972.

In a short three-page article, Mr. Simonetti
reviews the investment credit controversy. He
discusses the Accounting Principles Board’s
action, the Senate Finance Committee’s origi
nal report, its floor amendment, the action of
the Conference Committee, and reaction by the
APB and the press. The article not only pro
vides good reading for the student of tomor
row; it provides information on the workings
of lobby groups and a warning that business
has a choice: (1) to follow leadership provided
by the Institute or (2) to follow this precedent
which may ultimately result in Congress’ writ
ing accounting principles and procedures.
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“Don’t Be Too Sure,” Robert M. True
blood, The Journal of Accountancy, Vol.
133, No. 2, February 1972.

Trueblood envisions that a financial state
ment which includes a range of figures may be
of infinitely more use to readers than one which
produces final figures which fall on a point.
Total assets and net income might well be
stated “as 10 million plus or minus 20 percent
or some such percentage.”
Mr. Trueblood suggests that we should begin
with a simple model, an absolute. From this,
more complex models can be developed to
make the report more realistic. He suggests
that accounting is now ready to enter a new
stage in which accountants “will better state
and more realistically describe the complexi
ties of the real business world.”

“The wish for easy solutions is not a
phenomenon just of this time nor only of the
accounting profession.” Mr. Trueblood decries
man’s desire for absolutes and for simple solu
tions to complex questions. He mentions that
the accountant’s concerns for absolutes are
misguided both in education and in the setting
of accounting principles. “While total educa
tion should be balanced, it does not follow that
collegiate education—which is only a brief part
of the total education process—must necessarily
be balanced within itself.”

M.E.D.

STYLES OF LEADERSHIP

In Conclusion

(Continued from page 7)

The essential differences between the tradi
tional (authoritarian) and the alternative per
sonnel concept of management (participative)
are assumptions about human behavior and
the consequent difference in leadership pat
terns and organizational structure. There is no
difference between the concepts in the final
responsibility of management.20 The leader’s
concept about human behavior also affects his
means of motivating and his ability to delegate.
What form is best? It depends on the leader,
the led, and the situation—the best leader is the
one who is sensitive to the needs of the situa
tion and adjusts his style of management ac
cordingly.

Delegation is not only possible if subordi
nates are given some sort of direction, it has
several advantages. Strauss and Sayles list the
advantages as:

1. Few supervisors have the time to handle
both their own job and the jobs of their
subordinates.
2. A subordinate can take pride in results
that are directly attributable to his own
judgment.
3. Delegation helps to develop the talents
and abilities of subordinates.19
1Edwin B. Flippo, Management: A Behavioral
Approach, 2nd edition, Allyn and Bacon, Boston,
1970, p 276.
2Flippo, p 4.
3Flippo, p 290.
4Douglas McGregor, The Human Side of Enter
prise, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York,
1960, pp 33-34.
5Robert N. McMurry, “The Case for Benevolent
Autocracy”, Harvard Business Review, Vol. 36, No.
1, pp 82-90, January-February, 1958.
6Paul Pigors and Charles A. Myers, Personnel
Administration—A Point of View and A Method,
6th edition, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1969, p
10.
7Pigors and Myers, p 12.
8Peter F. Drucker, The Practice of Management,
Harper & Row, Publishers, Incorporated, New
York, 1954, chapter 11.

9Flippo, p 291.
10McGregor, p 48.
11McGregor, pp 47-48.
12Mary Parker Follett, Creative Experience,
Longmans, Green & Co., Inc., New York, 1924, p
XIII.
13George Strauss and Leonard R. Sayles, Person
nel: The Human Problems of Management, 2nd
edition, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey, 1967, p 145.
14Flippo, p 287.
15Strauss and Sayles, p 146.
16Strauss and Sayles, p 155.
17Strauss and Sayles, p 158.
18Strauss and Sayles, p 166.
19Strauss and Sayles, p 149.
20Pigors and Myers, p 12.
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